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Abstract. In this paper, the pen-based adaptive interface architecture for 
geometric teaching is presented to facilitate natural interactive sketching for 
geometric graphics application. Based on user-centered design, it analyzes the 
intent-based manipulation in terms of context based on pen gesture. By providing 
adaptive constraint capture and dynamic interaction this architecture can improve 
operation efficiency of the interface and reduce user’s mental  workload. 
Furthermore, it provides an educational application for benefiting teaching 
experience by preventing users from being interrupted in class.  
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1   Introduction 

Natural interaction aims to make human-technology interaction as intuitive as 
human-human interaction [1] [4]. Pen-based interface mode is much more convenience 
and natural for users to express themselves between human and computer, which can 
provide the imprecise and quick sketching to implement geometry operation in terms of 
common skill, such as pen gesture [2] [3]. Users prefer using pen to operating mouse 
when doing sketch, and pen-based interface offers many performance advantages, 
nonetheless not all system design is necessarily best approached with a pen-based 
interface.  

As we know, WIMP interactive mode which based on mouse and keyboard provides 
graphical user interface, it is much more natural and wieldy than command line 
interface. But with rapid development of computer technology, the software size 
becomes larger. The interface is more complex than ever before. A lot of professional 
software affords so many functions that can meets the needs of user. But at the same 
time, users have to concentrate their attention on the applications and to find target 
objects from so many menus and icons. It not only distracts users’ attention, but also 
leads to more cognitive loading. Especially in current geometry systems, designers are 
bounded in the WIMP interactive mode. They have to provide precise information and 
operate them according to the ordered steps of menu and icon. Pen-based adaptive 
interface has many advantages. First it is practical, it is very easy to learn and present 
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naturally and efficiently. Compared with menus and buttons, it is easier for users to 
remember and use these mutual commands by this way. Second, using pen gesture to 
manipulate geometry graphics matches the common skill of people. Thirdly, with 
emphasis on invisible interaction, context-awareness technology and experience 
capture and access, it will provide good experience and reference for the research of 
new interaction method. 

In this paper, we also provide a geometry teaching system, integrated with functions 
of blackboard, powerpoint and geometry sketchpad which are popular used in today. 
We analyze different roles that teacher performs during teaching work, and design the 
system based on teacher-centered. It affords different functions in distinct occasions, 
like that in the process of preparing for lessons or conducting prelection, to reduce 
mental workload and improve the efficiency in teaching. 

2   Related Work 

Geometer’s sketchpad was provided by the company of Key Curriculum Press in USA. 
It is one kind of popular dynamic geometry software for teaching, which breaks the 
limitation of traditional geometry tool. Plane geometry is one of the Z+Z intelligent 
education platform soft wares. It integrates dynamic geometry with automatic 
reasoning. Besides the advantages of dynamic graphics of geometer’s sketchpad, it is 
more convenient for teaching in intelligent drawing and automatic reasoning. 
Cinderella is also one kind of dynamic geometry software, which is developed by 
Jurgen Richert-Gebert and Ulrich kortenmp [5]. It provides many geometry entities and 
tools to create interactive graphics on web. It supports the function of theorem 
checking. The software is suitable not only for students to study the knowledge, such as 
Euclid geometry, ellipse geometry and hyperbola geometry and so on, but also for 
researcher to work on it. Also, some web designers can use it to implement some 
complex geometry graphics. There are also many related research results about the 
geometry software, such like the system of JavaSketchPad and cabri Java. Or some 
certain soft wares, space analytic geometry and chemical molecule geometry are 
developed by NIMA software Group. 

Those soft wares above are all based on WIMP interaction paradigm, and are often 
more of a hindrance than a benefit during the process of drawing. These tools take too 
much time to use and force designers to specify more of the design details based on 
WIMP user interface. Additionally, those can be used as tool for geometric work, but 
actually not suitable for teaching. The university of Washington was developed and 
deployed Classroom Presenter, a Tablet PC-based presentation system enables an 
active lecturing environment [10]. The university of San Diego developed the 
ubiquitous presenter to expand presenter via common web technologies to support 
non-Tablet audiences and enhance student control [12]. Evan Golub introduced a 
computer-based presentation system modeled on handwritten transparencies [11]. 
Some tools are good at presenting and interacting in the classroom, but are short of rich 
flexible graphic operations.  

In this paper, we introduce one system for geometry teaching and provide 
modification operations with the pen and adaptive interface, as is suitable to the 
common skill of users and to making the teaching work flexible. 
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3   Interactive Sketching for Teaching 

3.1   Adaptive Constraint Capture  

With the development of ubiquitous computing, many new methods and technologies 
are presented to improve the drawing process, such like natural interaction, 
context-awareness and experience capture and access. Natural interaction is convenient 
for users to operate the process freely instead of paying much attention to the tool itself. 
Especially in some certain applications, like geometry teaching, natural interaction is 
efficient and necessary. We give two kinds of interaction tasks for this process: sketch 
task and context-aware task. Sketch task refers to pen gesture commands; the 
context-awareness refers to users’ intending operations. Context-aware condition is 
captured according to existing objects and relative behaviors, such as object type, 
operating position and so on. Context-awareness is the integral part of interaction 
computing [6].  

Context refers to information which can show the entity states. The entities are users, 
location and objects. The context based on gestures in pen interaction is an instance of 
general context in pen interface [7]. The context can be divided into static and dynamic 
ones according to their state. The contexts such as object, constraint, current gesture are 
static. The contexts, such as user, location, scope which are related with specific 
operation, are dynamic. Generally, it is difficult to provide the clear interpretation 
based on the limited information from a sole context. The fusion of different context 
can provide more information (Fig. 1).  
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Fig. 1. Context-awareness model 
 

We give an example to illustrate the constraint capture. If the user selects two lines, the 
system affords many operations relating to two lines according to the contexts (Fig. 2a). 
User could implement one operation without any confusion. Similarly, When the user 
selects a triangle, the system will offer operations relating to triangle, such as adding 
median of the triangle, changing it to equilateral triangle or isosceles triangle and so on 
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(Fig. 2b). During the process, constraints can be captured, and be kept in later 
operations. By simplifying the working environment and reducing the target task sets, 
user could focus his attention on the most important tasks, without being interrupted 
during the process of using the applications. 

 

(a) adaptive constraint capture       (b) another adaptive constraint capture 

Fig. 2. Constraint capture based on user’s intent 

Teacher always have two main tasks during the teaching, preparing for lesson and 
prelection in the class. They are different tasks but closely connected. Geometry 
teacher always use three kinds of tools in the process, blackboard, powerpoint and 
geometry sketchpad. Teachers always use powerpoint to prepare the lessons and 
present materials in the class to reduce the time of writing on blackboard. Of course, 
Blackboard is also necessary for teacher to show dynamic process of teaching. 
Geometry sketchpad is an auxiliary tool for geometry teaching, and with it, teachers 
could draw graphics quickly and easily to show graphic dynamic track in the class. 
Both of them play an important role in the teaching, but each has its weakness. 
PowerPoint file is not easy to be modified in the class; while, to write down all contents 
on the blackboard is a waste of time; and current geometry sketchpad is conducted 
based on WIMP interaction paradigm, it is not natural and flexible for graphic 
manipulation. Teachers have to switch from one instrument to another frequently 
during the teaching process. It distracts teacher’s attention and increases teachers’ 
mental workload. Sometimes, it will disrupt user’s task performance and emotional 
state. 

We provide a system to afford a flexible way for geometry teaching. Teachers can 
concentrate their attention on the teaching work without any interruption. When 
teachers prepare for the lessons, the system provides several frames for various needs. 
For example, graphic frame is for geometry use; text frame can recognize free 
handwriting as formal text. We also provide picture frame, arithmetic frame, 
multimedia frame and so on (Fig. 3). User could create any type of frame at any place of 
the paper any time, without finding target commands in certain position of the interface. 
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Fig. 3. Various frames 

During the prelection process, teachers emphasize on the interaction with 
students, and tasks are different from those of preparing for lessons. Referring to this 
character, the system can not only present teaching materials, but also provide 
operations for writing on blackboard and notation. Teacher could modify the objects 
at any moment, without returning to the preparing scene. In additional, we provide 
various tools for different use, such as fluorescent marker, palette and so on  
(Fig. 4). 

 
 

 

Fig. 4. Auxiliary tools 

3.2   Dynamic Interaction 

User can sketch freely, just like writing on the normal physical paper, and the system 
could recognize rough handwriting to formal graphics. In additional, system can 
speculate the users’ intent intelligently in terms of context-aware information. User 
could focus his attention on real tasks rather than unnecessary operations. There are two 
states during the process, drawing state and operating state. In drawing state, user can 
draw any rough sketch. System recognizes free handwriting to formal graphic 
synchronously. In operating state, system recognizes gestures to implement the 
appropriate operating based on user’s intent captured. The switch between two states 
depends on a click gesture. We define a time threshold for click gesture. If the time of 
click operation exceeds the given threshold, system will change the state from one to 
another. Otherwise, it will be regards as normal click operation. In figure 5, we give the 
architecture of intent capture. 
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Fig. 5. Intent capture 

The intent-based manipulation model is formally described as following: V is the 
geometry object; C is a set of constrains between the objects. The intention is expressed 
by a graph, V and C are two kinds of nodes, which are object node and constrain node 
respectively. There are three kinds of relations. The first one is the consequence of the 
objects, ( )vintΓ ,v∈V; the second one is the relation between object and corresponding 

constrains, ( )cv,intΗ ，v∈V, c∈C; the third one is the connection relation among the 

constrains according to the objects , ( )cintΚ ，c∈C. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Constraint architecture 

When user presents a vertical gesture between two intersecting lines, the 
perpendicular constraint can be captured (Fig. 7a). User draws an angle and two circles, 
and adds tangency constraint between the circle and the angle (Fig. 7b). We can drag a 
line freely, and the constraints with circles are kept when the line is moving (Fig. 7c). 
Similarly, the constraint will be kept when we move the circles (Fig. 7d). 
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   (a)  pen gesture                             (b)  create line and circles 
 

     
      
               (c)  drag the line                                   (d)  drag the circle 

Fig. 7. Dynamic constraint capture 

4   System Architecture  

The adaptive interface architecture for teaching provides flexible way for modeling 
interactive sketching for geometry operation. There are three important modules in 
the architecture, the support module, the interaction module and the task module. 
The support module involves the domain knowledge used in the process of 
interaction and recognition, including geometry knowledge base and gesture 
knowledge base. The interaction module deals with the command parsing of gesture 
and intelligent speculation, including context-aware and constraint, dynamic 
interaction and intent capture. The task module integrates all the common 
 tasks in geometry teaching, and provides different interaction mode for different 
situation.  

An architecture is given for geometry teaching. Teachers can interact with system 
naturally without any interruption, and concentrate their attention on the task. In this 
system, three layers are given according to the granularity: paper, frame and the 
content. Each of them can be regard as an agent, paper containing frame and frame 
containing the content.  
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Fig. 8. System architecture 

       
 

          (a) preparing for lesson                                 (b) prelection and free sketch 
 

           

 (c) pull out whiteboard                       (d) write on whiteboard 

Fig. 9. The interface and some patterns 
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In additional, we also provide many auxiliary tools for ease of use, such as 
whiteboard functions, various types of pen, multimedia and so on. Whiteboard could 
provide a large blank area for teachers to do sketching, and it is very easy and natural 
for teachers to operate. Teachers only need drag the symbol from right to left to pull out 
the whiteboard or from left to right to hide it (Fig. 9c). 

5   Future Works and Conclusion 

Pen-based adaptive interactive systems are radically different than standard GUIs, 
largely because of the nature of human communication, and their basic architecture 
reflects these differences [8]. Pen-based adaptive interfaces are also expected to be 
easier to learn and use to improve user’s satisfaction. They have the potential to expand 
computing to more challenging applications, to be used by a broader spectrum of 
everyday people, and to accommodate more adverse usage conditions than in the past. 
Pen gestures and adaptive interface can be efficient in the visual-spatial application, 
such like the geometry application or the intelligent whiteboard, involving many kinds 
of domain. We plan to do deep research on the dynamic human and human interaction 
in the class based on pen gesture and adaptive users' intent, further to reduce the 
workload of communication between teacher and students in the class.  

There are many difficulties remained. In some conditions, pen can take the place of 
mouse, but what fits in with a mouse is not similar with a pen, and vice versa. For any 
given task, the ideal pen-based UI should not be limited to technique developed for 
GUIs, but incorporate pen-specific technique that takes advantage of the special 
characteristic of pen. Gestures invoke operations for direct manipulation to objects. At 
the same time, it is difficult to recognize users’ intent well enough for application. 
Whereas misrecognition of a character is easily detected by users, misrecognition of an 
operator may not be. Furthermore, an unintended operation is likely to be more difficult 
to be corrected than an incorrectly recognized character [9]. 
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